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Preface
The publication of this monograph marks a significant advance in our understanding of the archaeology of the territories
in the Near East occupied by the crusaders. It originated as a PhD thesis – now extensively revised – that was prepared
under the supervision of Professor Denys Pringle of Cardiff University and was submitted and examined in 2008. The
examiners were Professor Hugh Kennedy of the School of Oriental and African Studies, London, and myself.
As the title makes clear, the subject-matter is the archaeology of crusader settlements and settlement patterns in the areas
of the present-day Republic of Syria that came under the rule of the crusaders at various points during the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries. In political terms, that means that it is concerned with the northern portion of the crusader county of
Tripoli and the southern parts of the principality of Antioch. Some areas were only under crusader rule for a few years,
while others, for example Ṭarṭūs and its environs, were held for around 180 years. Neither Tripoli nor Antioch is situated
within the region discussed, but on the other hand, the whole of the coastal area and various inland areas, notably the
Gap of Homs, are. The crusaders never occupied the cities of the hinterland: Aleppo, Hama, Homs, Shaizar or Damascus,
although at times during the twelfth century their rule did include parts of the Orontes valley.
The great strength of this study lies in the integration of archaeological and literary data. Evidence for settlement and society
from the western-language sources produced by the crusaders themselves is limited and patchy. The Arabic materials, on
the other hand, are extensive and, until now, they have been comparatively little used. Professor Major’s careful reading
of these sources in conjunction with the detailed maps produced during the twentieth century provides a huge array of
topographical information. On its own, however, this data is of little value. It is his extensive archaeological field work
that makes this study so important and so original. This was conducted over a number of years in association with the
Syro-Hungarian Archaeological Mission (SHAM) founded by him. Previously most work on the medieval archaeology
of the region had concentrated on the larger and more obvious localities, but, often with the help of local residents, he was
able to investigate the remains of a large number of smaller settlement sites and structures, many of which he identified
as dating to this period for the first time. Vital in this respect is the ceramic evidence gleaned from field walking, which
often provides the essential clue to occupation during the crusader period.
Starting in 2007, Professor Major has been the Hungarian director of the SHAM project engaged in excavating the castle
and suburbs of the Hospitaller fortress of al-Marqab (Margat). The results of this work are spectacular, but, although some
of the findings are now in print, publication of the full report will inevitably take some time. This programme has allowed
the opportunity for further reflection on the subject matter of the present study – not least thanks to the ceramic material
excavated under scientifically controlled conditions – and the findings mean that our understandings have advanced
significantly since the thesis was submitted.
Professor Major’s field work was timely. Back in 2008 when the thesis was completed, no one would have predicted
the tragic events that have engulfed Syria in the past few years. The sort of detailed field work he undertook then would
not now be possible. Professor Major had considerable help from the staff of the various Syrian archaeological services
and also from local people who drew his attention to sites of potential interest and were able to tell him about what had
once been visible but was by then destroyed. Without their assistance, far less could have been achieved, and the study
should be viewed as a tribute to these people who at very least have had to endure the fear and privations brought about
by warfare and who in many instances may well have suffered far more grievously.
Peter Edbury
Cardiff University
December 2015
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1. The Syrian coast looking north from QalÝat al-Marqab, with the town of BÁnyÁs in the foreground, the peninsula of
Balda and the Plain of Jabala in the middle and the Jabal al-AqraÝ ranges in the back.
2. The bay of al-Marqab, where the AnÒÁriyya Mountains push the Via Maris to the shoreline dominated by the citadel
of al-Marqab and its coastal watch tower.
3. The northern coastline at the WÁdÐ al-QandÐl, where the mountains drop steeply into the sea forcing the coastal road
into the mountains.
4. The valley of the Nahr al-KabÐr al-ShimÁlÐ near al-Qurshiyya.
5. The fertile depression of the Nahr al-KabÐr al-JanÙbÐ.
6. The Plain of JÙn with the mountains of QalÝat ÝUrayma and ÑÁfÐtÁ in the background.
7. The Gap of Homs seen from Burj ZÁrÁ with the Mountains of Lebanon in the background.
8. The hill country to the north of ÑÁfÐtÁ.
9. The WÁdÐ al-MaÒÐÎiyyÐn a main east-west passage through the coastal mountains with the monastery of St George
(MÁr Jurjis) guarded by QalÝat al-ÍuÒn in the background.
10. Typical landscape in the inner recesses of the Jabal AnÒÁriyya in the region of BÁb al-NÙr.
11. The GhÁb as seen from the AnÒÁriyya with QalÝat BurzÁy overlooking it in the foreground and the Jabal ZÁwiya
appearing in the background.
12. A meeting point of regions at the town of Jisr al-ShughÙr: the entrance of the RÙj valley on the right with the Jabal
BanÐ ÝUlaym in the back, the northern entrance of the GhÁb can be seen on the left with the Jabal ZÁwiya in the
background.
13. The northern part of the RÙj valley with the Jabal DuwaylÐ in the background.
14. The rocky defile of the Upper Orontes Valley at DÁdÁkhÐn.
15. The mountain plateau bordering the Orontes Valley on the west with the villages of QnÁyÁ and YaÝqÙbiyya in the
foreground and the peak of the Jabal al-AqraÝ in the back.
16. ÝAbbÙlÐ: antique hypogeum turned into a vaulted cistern very likely in the Middle Ages.
17. Alahan Kalesi (Turkey): the tower from the SW.
18. Alahan Kalesi (Turkey): interior of the tower looking SW.
19. Alahan Kalesi (Turkey): water tank built into the wall at the SE corner of the tower.
20. ÝArÁmÙ: entrance of the cave chapel of St. George on the left and the the chapel of the Virgin Mary on the right.
21. ÝArÁmÙ: interior of cave chapel of St. George.
22. ÝArÁmÙ: interior of the chapel of Virgin Mary.
23. ÝÀÒÙr: remains of the medieval tower from the NW.
24. ÝÀÒÙr: interior remains of the tower looking NW.
25. ÝÀÒÙr: ancient cistern with pottery fragments employed in its interior plastering.
26. ÝÀÒÙr: remains of an ancient olive press.
27. ÝAyn ÍarbÁtÐ: site of the settlement where the large number of fieldstones are likely to have been remains of the
medieval houses.
28. ÝAyn ÍarbÁtÐ: remains of an ancient press installation.
29. ÝAyn QaÃÐb: remains of late antique houses destroyed by the rockslide that might have taken place in 1202.
30. BaÎzÐnÁ: the medieval chapel from the SW.
31. BaÎzÐnÁ: interior of the double naved chapel looking towards the apses.
32. Balda: the peninsula of the medieval site from the south.
33. Balda: entrance of the ancient port area situated.
34. Balda: foundations of a former tower guarding the port and the estuary behind it.
35. Balda: remains of the SW corner of the donjon.
36. Balda: bossed ashlars of the talus forming the base of the donjon.
37. Balda: area of medieval saltpans with foundations of a medieval tower in the foreground and the silhouette of alMarqab in the back.
38. Balda: entrance of the mill race.
39. Balda: race course of the mill paved with antique column drums.
40. Balda: fragment of a medieval window frame.
41. Balda: detail of a neatly decorated arch.
42. Balda: medieval corbel.
43. Balda: bottom of a medieval arrow-slit with stirrup base.
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44. Balda: the bridge of Frankish construction.
45. BÁnyÁs: the building the ground-floor vault of which is likely to have been constructed by the Franks.
46. BÁnyÁs: the building of the Frankish mill from the SE.
47. BÁnyÁs: interior of the mill looking south with main entrance in the left and the entrance to the top of the mill opening
in the vault.
48. BÁnyÁs: the entrance opening of the two canal courses in the mill building.
49. BÁnyÁs: water outlet of the wheel chamber.
50. al-BÁÒiyya: façade of the cave chapel.
51. al-BÁÒiyya: interior of the cave chapel looking east.
52. Bayt ÝAdrÁ: rock-cut foundations of a house.
53. Bayt ÝAdrÁ: rock-cut press installation.
54. BjamÝÁsh: remains of the tower from the SE.
55. BjamÝÁsh: ground-floor of the tower looking east.
56. BlÁÔ: façade of the chapel of MÁr TÁdrÙs.
57. BlÁÔ: interior of the chapel of MÁr TÁdrÙs.
58. Burj ÝArab: the tower from the NW with the huge window on the first-floor of the west façade.
59. Burj ÝArab: north façade of tower with entrance at first-floor level.
60. Burj ÝArab: Roman spolia and bossed ashlars at quoins of the tower.
61. Burj ÝArab: interior of the ground level looking north with the walled up doorway and a horizontal wall recess that
once supported the wooden mezzanine floor seen in the middle.
62. Burj ÝArab: interior of the first-floor room looking south with entrance of staircase leading to the top of the tower in
the right.
63. Burj ÝArab: vault to the NW of the tower.
64. Burj ÝArab: interior of the vault looking east.
65. Burj al-FidÁr (Lebanon): the tower from the SE.
66. Burj al-MaksÙr: the NW corner of the crumbled tower.
67. Burj al-MaksÙr: interior of the tower looking towards the NW with the remains of three arrow-slitted loopholes and
a doorway frame on the first-floor.
68. Burj al-MaksÙr: remains of a canalisation system.
69. Burj NÁÒÐf: corbel that must have belonged to the medieval tower.
70. Burj al-Qasab: interior of the church looking east.
71. Burj al-Qasab: apse of the church from the outside.
72. Burj al-Qasab: the church seen from the south.
73. Burj al-Qasab: niche to the north of the apse.
74. Burj al-ÑabÐ: the Hospitaller tower from the south.
75. Burj al-ÑabÐ: interior of the first-floor looking SE.
76. Burj al-ÑabÐ: remains of a deesis wall painting on the vault of an eastward facing loophole.
77. DÁdÁkhÐn (MaghÁrat Bint al-SulÔÁn): the Orontes River with the artificial caves centre of the picture.
78. DÁdÁkhÐn (MaghÁrat Bint al-SulÔÁn): the rock-carved double church on the upper level looking east.
79. DÁdÁkhÐn (MaghÁrat Bint al-SulÔÁn): apse niche of the rock-carved church of the lower level.
80. Dayr al-Jurd (Khirbat al-MashtÁyÁ): the site from the east.
81. Dayr al-Jurd (Khirbat al-MashtÁyÁ): the ashlars of the antique buildings reused in the Middle Ages.
82. Dayr MÁr Jurjis: interior of the old chapel.
83. Dayr MÁr Jurjis: medieval vault in the monastery.
84. Dayr al-Shumayyil: the tower from the SW.
85. Dayr TÙmÁ: the church from the SW.
86. Dayr TÙmÁ: the church from the east with the semi-circular apsed church building in the foreground.
87. FuwwÁr al-Dayr: the entrance of the spring of ÝAyn Sabtiyya.
88. ÍurayÒÙn: detail of a medieval wall.
89. ÍurayÒÙn: the modern constructions covering the medieval remains.
90. ÍurayÒÙn: base of an arrow-slit.
91. ÍurayÒÙn: fragment of a displaced mosaic floor.
92. al-ÍuÒn: the fortress from the NW.
93. Jabal al-Sayyida: remains of a flanking tower.
94. Jabala: façade of the the pilgrimage site of IbrÁhÐm ibn al-Adham.
95. Jisr al-ShughÙr: the ancient bridge over the Orontes River.
96. KaÝbat FÁrish (al-MaghÁra): rock façade with the artificial caves.
97. KaÝbat FÁrish (al-MaghÁra): the rock-cut rooms.
98. KÁf al-ÍammÁm: the doorway of the shrine as seen from the interior.
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99. Kafart ÝIqÁb: the fortified area erected from the reused ashlars of the antique site.
100. Kafart ÝIqÁb: a possible miÎrÁb niche in the fortification.
101. Kafart ÝIqÁb (Mughur al-MuÝallaqa): the walled cave with artificial cave openings to the left of it.
102. Kafart ÝIqÁb (Mughur al-MuÝallaqa): the late antique wall of the central cave.
103. Kafart ÝIqÁb (Mughur al-MuÝallaqa): the possible medieval wall of reused ashlars of the central cave.
104. KharÁb Marqiyya: the coastline with the foundations of the sea tower appearing in the background at low tide.
105. KharÁb Marqiyya: foundations of the eastern wall of the sea tower facing the coast.
106. KharÁb Marqiyya: ashlar with remains of metal bonding shaft.
107. KanÐsat al-ShahhÁra: interior of the church.
108. Khirbat al-Qabu: the tower from the north.
109. Khirbat al-Qabu: the interior of the tower.
110. Khirbat al-Qursiyya: the main spring of the settlement.
111. Khirbat al-Qursiyya: the central area of the settlement with remains of Late Antique houses reused in the Middle
Ages.
112. Khirbat al-Qursiyya: the apse of the church.
113. Khirbat al-Qursiyya: a late antique reliquiary partially excavated by illegal treasure hunters.
114. Khirbat al-ShÁtÐ: entrance of the rock-cut cave.
115. Khirbat al-ShÁtÐ: interior of the hermit’s cave.
116. MaghÁrat al-KaÝk: the entrance of the cave with the remains of antique quarrying in the foreground.
117. MaghÁrat al-KaÝk: the interior of the cave with the artificial rock-cut rooms.
118. MaghÁrat Qadda: the facades of the stone quarries called Mintaqat al-MaqtaÝ seen from the east.
119. MaghÁrat Qadda: a rock-cut room with a niche.
120. MaghÁrat Qadda: artificial hall created by quarrying possibly for QalÝat al-ÍuÒn.
121. MaghÁrat Úahr al-JubaybÁt: the present day entrance of the cave through the collapsed roof.
122. MaghÁrat Úahr al-JubaybÁt: the wall containing a narrow doorway and arrow-slit once closed the original entrance
of the cave.
123. al-Marqab: the village with the minaret of the medieval mosque in the centre.
124. al-Marqab: 14th century Mamluk decree on the wall of the mosque.
125. al-Marqab: the Muslim bathhouse of the village.
126. al-Marqab: detail of a collapsed dome of the bathhouse.
127. al-Marqab: detail of a vault of the bathhouse.
128. al-MashtÁyÁ (MadÐnat al-KanÁÞis): remains of an ancient building.
129. MÐÝÁr ShÁkir: the ground-floor remains of the medieval tower from the SE.
130. MÐÝÁr ShÁkir: ground-floor of the tower looking north.
131. NabaÝ al-Ghamqa: rock-cut court around the well.
132. NabaÝ al-Ghamqa: the well-shaft covered by an artificial vault as seen from inside the spring cave.
133. al-NÁbiyya (Khirbat al-Laban): remains of the antique constructions.
134. QadmÙs: the castle perched on the rock with the site of the rabaÃ covered by the modern houses.
135. QalÝat AbÙ Qubays: the ‘concentric’ castle.
136. QalÝat al-ÍuÒn: the castle and the modern town partially occupying the site of the medieval rabaÃ.
137. QalÝat al-ÍuÒn: the Mamluk period buildings with the minaret of the mosque in the centre.
138. QalÝat al-ÍuÒn: detail of the Mamluk complex.
139. QalÝat al-ÍuÒn: Mamluk tomb opposite the castle.
140. QalÝat al-Kahf: the tower structure that guards the narrow road leading to the castle.
141. QalÝat al-Kahf: the interior of the tower looking south with three niches, the middle one being a miÎrÁb.
142. QalÝat al-Kahf: a shrine reusing medieval inscriptions beside the road that leads towards the castle.
143. QalÝat al-MahÁliba: the castle and the site of its rabaÃ in the foreground.
144. QalÝat al-Marqab: the castle and its western slopes where the outer suburb was in the 13th century.
145. QalÝat al-Marqab: the central area of the outer suburb with medieval constructions on the terraces.
146. QalÝat al-Marqab: a medieval house (OS-C-Mb1) after the excavation.
147. QalÝat al-Marqab: sample of restored pottery from the outer suburb.
148. QalÝat al-Marqab: a silver brooch with the Latin inscription: “ave Maria” from the outer suburb.
149. QalÝat al-QulayÝa: the castle site from the east.
150. QalÝat ÑalÁÎ al-DÐn: the castle from the SW with the area of the western suburb in the foreground.
151. QalÝat ÑalÁÎ al-DÐn: the western suburb with the Armenian church in the middle.
152. QalÝat ÑalÁÎ al-DÐn: the main ditch of the castle with several rows of putlog holes that once supported wooden
structures.
153. QalÝat ÑalÁÎ al-DÐn: the plateau east of the castle with the buildings of another suburb in the distance.
154. QalÝat ÑalÁÎ al-DÐn: a vaulted building in the eastern suburb.
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155. QalÝat ÝUrayma: general view of the heavily terraced castle hill from the SW.
156. QarqaftÐ: view of the village from the west.
157. QarqaftÐ: interior view of the vault used as a mosque.
158. QarqaftÐ: octagonal column drum.
159. QaÔÔÐna (Burj BalqÐs): the medieval tower sitting at the eastern end of the ancient dam.
160. QaÔÔÐna (Burj BalqÐs): an arrow-slit of the tower.
161. al-QunayÔira: the natural bay from the south.
162. al-RawÃa: the semi-dome of the apse of the church.
163. ÑÁfÐtÁ: the town with the Templar donjon and the ruins of the Order’s castle in the centre.
164. ÑÁfÐtÁ: detail of the quarry to the west of the castle.
165. ÑÁfÐtÁ: the abandoned quarry with the holes of a manqala game in the WÁdÐ al-ÍammÁm.
166. ÑÁfÐtÁ: the church of Dayr MÁr IlyÁs.
167. ÑÁfÐtÁ: the cistern on the Jabal al-SÙra from the north.
168. ÑÁfÐtÁ: interior of the cistern on the Jabal al-SÙra.
169. Samka: remains of the late antique basilica with the northern clerestory.
170. Samka: medieval pillar insterted into the central nave.
171. Samka: the entrance doorway of the medieval chapel inserted in front of the main apse of the basilica.
172. al-SawdÁÞ: apse of the ancient church.
173. ShaqÐf BalmÐs: the cave castle overlooking the Orontes Valley from the cliffs on the left of the picture.
174. ShaqÐf BalmÐs: interior of the cave castle looking north with a plastered rock-cut cistern in the foreground.
175. ShaqÐf BalmÐs: the southern end of the cave castle with the upper floor visible through the collapsed ceiling.
176. ShaqÐf BalmÐs: the opening of the hypogeum transformed into a guard post.
177. ShaqÐf DarkÙsh: the town with the remains of the ancient bridge overlooked by the cave castle in the cliffs above it.
178. ShaqÐf DarkÙsh: the façade of the cave castle.
179. ShaqÐf DarkÙsh: interior view of the upper level looking west.
180. ShaqÐf DarkÙsh: storage niche with the circular depressions on the floor and the small putlog holes in the walls for
fixing the jars.
181. ShaqÐf DarkÙsh: neatly carved frame of a former window on the façade overlooking the Orontes Valley.
182. ShaqÐf DarkÙsh: intermediary level room looking west.
183. ShaqÐf DarkÙsh: the ‘mosque room’.
184. ShaqÐf DarkÙsh: a hole carved for fixing ropes.
185. ShaqÐf DarkÙsh: an ancient columbary carved into the rocks in the vicinity of the cave castle.
186. ShaqÐf DarkÙsh: the remains of what might have been the mole of the Orontes port.
187. ShaqÐf Kafar DubbÐn: the fortified cave in the middle of the cliffs overlooking the Orontes River.
188. ShaqÐf Kafar DubbÐn: the entrance to the main chamber with incised canals and roof support of a wooden forebuilding.
189. ShaqÐf Kafar DubbÐn: the interior of the main cave.
190. ShaqÐf KuwÁrÙ: entrance of the fortified cave.
191. ShaqÐf KuwÁrÙ: interior of the main cave.
192. ShaqÐf KuwÁrÙ: view over the RÙj valley from the cave.
193. SindiyÁnat ÝAyn ÍuffÁÃ: the spring with the vault appearing behind the ancient olive press base.
194. SindiyÁnat ÝAyn ÍuffÁÃ: entrance of the vault.
195. SindiyÁnat ÝAyn ÍuffÁÃ: interior of the spring vault.
196. SumaryÁn: the building from the NW.
197. SumaryÁn: interior of the northern vault looking east.
198. SumaryÁn: interior of the southern vault looking east.
199. SumaryÁn: medieval doorway in the eastern vault that led into the southern one.
200. SumaryÁn: walled up medieval arches in the eastern side of the building complex.
201. SumaryÁn: raw glass found at the site.
202. Tall ÝAqdÙ: the tower from the south.
203. Tall Kalakh: remains of the tower form the NW.
204. Tall Kalakh: the northern façade with masoning.
205. Tall KashfahÁn: the possible site of the medieval tell from the east.
206. Tall KhalÐfa: the dam from the SE.
207. Tall KhalÐfa: detail of the stone-lined trench with medieval wall fragments.
208. Tall LaÎÎa: the site from the NW with the Nahr al-Abrash in the foreground.
209. Tall LaÎÎa: the opening of the cistern.
210. Tall LaÎÎa: interior of the cistern.
211. Tall SÙkÁs: the northern bridge of medieval origin.
212. al-Talla: the vault from the west.
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213. al-Talla: interior of the vault looking west.
214. al-Talla: interior of the vault looking east.
215. al-Talla: blocked doorway with slot machicoulis.
216. al-Talla: the blocked shaft of the slot machicoulis.
217. Tarqab: the antique cistern in the centre of the village.
218. ÓarÔÙs: the Crusader cathedral.
219. ÓarÔÙs: photograph taken in 1950 of the wall in the MarfaÞ al-ÓÁÎÙnÁ. (Courtesy of Dr. RÁmiz ÍÙsh former director
of ÓarÔÙs Museum)
220. ÓarÔÙs: photograph taken in 1950 of an ancient vault in the MÐnÁÞ. (Courtesy of Dr. RÁmiz ÍÙsh former director of
ÓarÔÙs Museum)
221. ÓarÔÙs: a medieval vault still standing in the MÐnÁÞ.
222. Tukhla: the façade of the tower with the entrance.
223. Tukhla: the medieval vault south of the tower.
224. QalÝat Umm ÍÙsh: the site from the NW with the Nahr al-Abrash in the foreground.
225. QalÝat Umm ÍÙsh: the tower from the SE.
226. QalÝat Umm ÍÙsh: slit-window of first-floor with a water-through on its left.
227. QalÝat Umm ÍÙsh: first-floor doorway of the tower.
228. QalÝat Umm ÍÙsh: Latin masonry mark on diagonally tooled ashlar.
229. QalÝat Umm ÍÙsh: western façade of enclosure wall with arrow-slit and collapsed vault in the rear.
230. QalÝat Umm ÍÙsh: southern vault of the enclosure looking east.
231. YaÎmÙr: the medieval enclosure from the SW with the tower in the centre.
232. YaÎmÙr: the machicoulis of the main gate.
233. YaÎmÙr: the main gate of the enclosure.
234. YaÎmÙr: the donjon from the SW.
235. YaÎmÙr: corbels of machicoulis protecting the ground-floor entrance.
236. YaÎmÙr: first-floor entrance with openings of slot machiculis.
237. YaÎmÙr: the first-floor hall from doorway opening onto former mezzanine floor.
238. YaÎmÙr: the first-floor hall with doorway opening onto former mezzanine floor on the right.
239. YaÎmÙr: vault on the western side of the enclosure with staircase leading to the first-floor door of donjon.
240. YaÎmÙr: Frankish masonry marks on the vault of the staircase leading to the first-floor door of donjon.
241. YaÎmÙr: opening of a reused antique cistern with the square shaped opening of the medieval canal in front of the
northern postern gate.
242. YaÎmÙr: NW corner tower of the enclosure dated to the Mamluk period.
243. ZÁrÁ: northern façade of the tower with the main entrance in the middle.
244. ZÁrÁ: the tower from the NW.
245. ZÁrÁ: first-floor room of the tower looking NE with staircase coming from the ground-floor on the bottom of the
picture.
246. ZÁrÁ: ground-floor hall of the tower with a ventillation window looking south.
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List of Plates
Architectural drawings
1. KharÁb Balda: general plan of the site with the medieval remains.
2. KharÁb Balda: plan drawing of the donjon with conjectured vaulting system indicated.
3. KharÁb Balda: medieval architectural details of the site.
4. BÁnyÁs: plan and elevation drawing of the medieval mill where the roughly cut ashlars are indicated with ashlar filling
pattern.
5. Ruwaysat BjamÝÁsh: ground-floor plan of the medieval tower with the conjectured parts indicated with dashed lines.
6. Burj ÝArab: plan drawings of the tower.
7. Burj ÝArab: section drawings of the tower where the roughly cut ashlar facings are indicated with ashlar filling pattern.
8. Burj ÝArab: northern façade and section drawing of the tower tower where the roughly cut ashlar facings are indicated
with ashlar filling pattern.
9. Burj al-MaksÙr: plan and elevation drawings of the tower where the conjectured missing parts are indicated with
dashed lines.
10. Burj NÁÒÐf: corbel of the tower.
11. Burj al-Qasab: plan and section drawing of the medieval church.
12. Burj al-ÑabÐ: plan and section drawings of the tower with the outline of the main features of the southern façade
indicated.
13. Burj al-ÑabÐ: the medieval tower with reconstructed parts.
14. Jabal al-Sayyida: general plan of the medieval remains with the enlarged plan drawing of the church below.
15. Khirbat al-Qabu: plan and section drawing of the tower.
16. MÐÝÁr ShÁkir: plan drawing of the tower.
17. MÐÝÁr ShÁkir: section and elevation drawings of the tower where the roughly cut ashlars are indicated with ashlar
filling pattern.
18. QaÔÔÐna: plan drawing of the medieval tower called Burj BalqÐs.
19. ÑÁfÐtÁ: plan drawing of the cistern on the Jabal al-SÙra.
20. ÑÁfÐtÁ: plan drawing of the church of MÁr IlyÁs with its medieval wall textures indicated with hatched filling.
21. Samka: ground plan and section drawing of the church.
22. ShaqÐf BalmÐs: plan drawing of the main level.
23. ShaqÐf DarkÙsh: plan drawing and section drawings of the cave castle’s main level.
24. SindiyÁnat ÝAyn ÍuffÁÃ: plan and section drawing of the vault over the spring looking east.
25. SumaryÁn: plan drawing of the medieval vaults.
26. Tall ÝAqdÙ: plan drawing and southern façade of the tower.
27. Tall LaÎÎa: plan and section drawing of the medieval cistern.
28. al-Talla: plan of the medieval structures with conjectured ascending walls indicated with dashed lines.
29. ÓarÔÙs – al-MÐnÁÞ: ground plan of the vault.
30. Tukhla: reconstructed drawing of the tower after G. Rey adjusted to scale with supplementary measurements of the
SHAM surveys.
31. Umm ÍÙsh: plan drawing of the medieval tower and enclosure.
32. Umm ÍÙsh: façade and section drawings of the site where the roughly cut ashlars are indicated with ashlar filling
pattern.
33. al-ÝUwwÁmiyya: ground-floor plan of the tower.
34. ZÁra: plan drawings of the tower.
35. ZÁra: northern façade and section drawing of the tower looking north with conjectured crenellation indicated without
filling pattern. Roughly cut ashlars are indicated with ashlar filling pattern.
Ceramics
36. Storage vessel: 36.1 QalÝat al-QulayÝa; slip covered wares: 36.2 ÝAyn ÍarbÁtÐ, 36.3 QalÝat ÓarbalÐs, 36.4 ÝAyn ÍarbÁtÐ,
36.5 QarqaftÐ; hand-made painted wares (HMPW): 36.6 Jabal al-Sayyida, 36.7 ShaqÐf DarkÙsh.
37. ÓarÔÙs excavation assemblage: 37.1-3 sherds from the excavation of a medieval vault in the citadel area.
38. Lead-glazed common wares: 38.1 ÝAyn QaÃÐb, 38.2 QalÝat al-QulayÝa, 38.3 MÐÝÁr ShÁkir, 38.4-5 YaÎmÙr, 38.6 ÝAyn
SarkÐs.
39. Monochrome glazed slip-wares: 39.1-2 SumaryÁn, 39.3 MÐÝÁr ShÁkir, 39.4 Bayt ÝAdrÁ; 39.5 QalÝat al-QÙz; 39.6
MaghÁrat Úahr al-JubaybÁt, 39.7 ÑÁfÐtÁ – rabaÃ.
40. Glazed reserved slip-wares: 40.1-7 SumaryÁn.
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41. Glazed slip-painted wares: 41.1 Bayt ÝAdrÁ, 41.2-6 QalÝat al-QulayÝa, 41.7-8 SumaryÁn, 41.9 Bayt ÝAdrÁ, 41.10 Tall
ÝAqdÙ.
42. Wares with gritty glaze: 42.1 Jabal al-Sayyida, 42.2 Tall JÁmÙs, 42.3 ÝAnnÁza - Kfar FÐr; Port St. Symeon wares: 42.4
QalÝat ÓarbalÐs, 42.5 SumaryÁn, 42.6 ZÁrÁ, 42.7 Tarkab; coarse sgraffiato wares: 42.8 ÝAnnÁza - Kfar FÐr, 42.9-10
ÍurayÒÙn.
43. Corse sgraffiato wares: 43.1 MÐÝÁr ShÁkir, 43.2 QalÝat al-QulayÝa, 43.3-4 Khirbat al-Qurshiyya, 43.5 Tarkab, 43.6
SumaryÁn, 43.7 Hiffa wa-ÝÀshiqa; gouged sgraffiato ware: 43.8 Khirbat al-ShÁtÐ.
44. Import wares from the Muslim-held interior. Ware with molded decoration: 44.1 BjamÝÁsh; monochrome glazed
incised ware: 44.2 ZÁrÁ; monochrome glazed wares of the ‘Tell Minis’ type: 44.3-4 QalÝat al-QulayÝa, 44.5 Khirbat
al-ÍaddÁda, 44.6 Dayr al-Jurd – Khirbat al-MashtÁya.
45. Assemblage of medieval ceramics from Umm ÍÙsh: lead-glazed common wares (45.1); slip covered ware (45.14);
monochrome glazed slip-ware (45.12); glazed reserved slip-ware (45.8); bowls with gritty glaze (45.2-4, 45.9-11,
45.13-14, 45.18); glazed slip-painted wares (45.15-17, 45.19, 45.21-24).
46. Medieval ceramics from ShaqÐf DarkÙsh: cooking pot (46.9); cooking pot lid (46.10); slip covered ware (46.4); handmade painted ware (46.1); monochrome glazed slip-ware (46.2-3, 46.5); coarse sgraffiato wares (46.6-8).
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Notes on Transcription
Medieval sites in the Levant usually have at least two names, an Arabic and a Latin one. However there are often many
versions in both languages. In order to have a consistent and practical system, the present day Arabic name of every site
was used. The standardised version was taken from the 1:50.000 scale maps made by the Cartographical Institute of the
Syrian Army and whenever it was necessary the MuÝjam al-JugrÁfiyy li’l-QuÔr al-ÝArabiyy al-SÙriyy was also consulted.
In the case of a few large towns their well known English names are used, like Antioch instead of AnÔÁkiya or Homs
instead of ÍimÒ. The list of concordances (ie. the most frequently used medieval Frankish equivalent of the name of each
site) is given in:
Database II. Settlements in the Syrian Coastal Region Featuring in the Medieval Latin and Arabic Documents
Database III. Sites Visited between 2000 and 2015 in the Syrian Coastal Region
In the transcription of Arabic names to Latin letters the use of complex fonts was avoided and whenever it was possible,
the equivalent of the different Arab letters was given with the simplest combination of Latin letters. The concordances
are summarized in the tables below:

ٲ

a

ﻁ

Ô

ﺏ

b

ﻅ

Û

ﺕ

t

ﻉ

Ý

ﺙ

th

ﻍ

gh

ﺝ

j

ﻑ

f

ﺡ

Î

ﻕ

q

ﺥ

kh

ﻙ

k

ﺩ

d

ﻝ

l

ﺫ

dz

ﻡ

m

ﺭ

r

ﻥ

n

ﺯ

z

ﻫ

h

ﺱ

s

ﻭ

w

ﺵ

sh

ﻱ

y

ﺹ

Ò

ء

Þ

ﺽ

Ã

ﺓ

a

Long vowels are indicated with dash line
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Summary
This book is the result of more than a dozen years of research in the field of the hitherto unstudied medieval settlement pattern
of the Syrian coastal region in the 12th and 13th centuries. The conclusions presented in this work were reached with the
combined use of several source types including medieval documents, travellers’ accounts, former research, map evidence,
toponymy, archive and satellite photographs, oral sources and extensive archaeological field surveys accompanied by
documentation between the years 2000 and 2015. After enumerating the historical events that influenced the settlement
pattern of the coast, its centres, including the towns and castles (with special regard to the smaller fortifications of the
countryside that seem to have been a Frankish introduction to the area) are analysed. Following the detailed examination
of the written sources and the architectural material preserved at these lesser sites, a closer look at the villages and their
environment aims to draw a general picture on the density of settlements and their basic characteristics. The book also
discusses communication lines and provides an assessment of the medieval population that inhabited the region in the
12th and 13th centuries. The text is accompanied by a collection of maps, plan drawings, tables and illustrations on a
selected number of sites visited during the field surveys.
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1. Introduction

The Syrian coastal region has been one of the great centres
of human civilization and its rich history is faithfully
reflected in its archaeological material. Being the most
important ‘sea gate’ of the Fertile Crescent towards the
Mediterranean, the Syrian coast has always stood at the
crossroads of civilizations and served both as a meeting
point and melting pot of cultures. One of the outstanding
periods in the life of the region occurred in the 12th and
13th centuries, when the Crusades and the settlement of
the Europeans resulted in a period of historical changes
at a level unprecedented in the previous centuries. Nearly
two hundred years of a European presence left many
marks visible in the archaeological evidence. A handful
of large and spectacular sites, especially castles, were
studied to a certain extent. But very little attention has
been paid to lesser remains despite the fact that they are
the sole indicators of the network of rural settlements that
provided for the towns and large castles. Research on the
pattern of rural settlements and their remains is essential
to the understanding of medieval life and the history of the
coastal region. This study is also of vital importance for
more practical reasons. In recent decades the Syrian coastal
region has been undergoing the largest transformation of its
physical environment in history and as a result of this the
infrastructural and agricultural developments now threaten
a large part of the mostly undocumented archaeological
heritage of the countryside. This process has only been
accelerated by the tragic events that started in the spring
of 2011.
Although the general outlook comprises the whole of the
Levantine coast which showed more or less the same kind
of development, this book of combined historical and
archaeological study concentrates on the coastal territory
between Antioch and Tripoli. These were the capitals
of the two Crusader states that incorporated the Syrian
coastlands in the 12th and 13th centuries. Apart from being
a relatively compact geographical unit which included the
coastal strip and was bordered by the coastal mountains, it
was the hinterland of a single political authority for most of
the two centuries. The area of research was also demarcated
by present-day political boundaries and the availability of
the necessary permissions for the archaeological fieldwork
required.
The survey of the remains of the medieval rural settlements
of the Syrian coastal region started in the framework of
the Syro-Hungarian Archaeological Mission (SHAM) in
2000 and was directed by the author of this book. With
the exception of the second survey season in the Upper
Orontes Valley from the end of October until the beginning
of December 2004, all surveys took place in the summer
months and usually lasted between one and a half to three
months. Most of the work was conducted between 2000

and 2011 but on-site visits and documentation of formerly
collected material still took place in 2012 and 2015.
The authorisation for fieldwork was issued by the
Directorate General of Antiquities and Museums of the
Syrian Arab Republic (DGAM) for the governorates
bordering the coast (Latakia, ÓarÔÙs, Homs, Hama, Idlib)
with a special regard to its southern part, the Governorate
of ÓarÔÙs. Besides the results of the surveys, observations
made during numerous trips to other regions of the Levant
have also been included. With regards to the surveys
referenced in this text, the reader can assume they refer to
one of those conducted by the SHAM between 2000 and
2011, unless otherwise stated.
The presentation of the results of the research undertaken
in recent years has been constructed around the discussion
of more generalised subjects, but important questions and
archaeological categories have at times been elaborated
upon and illustrated by case studies relating to the
investigation of a micro-region or a certain site. Special
attention is paid to the rural towers which served as the
local centres of the rural settlement and also to the cave
castles of the Upper Orontes Valley which are expected to
have fulfilled a similar focal role. Although they constitute
the most tangible and informative remains of the medieval
rural settlement pattern in the Syrian coastal region, none
has been the subject of thorough documentation and study
formerly.
The conclusions presented in this work were reached by
the combined use of several sources, including medieval
documents, travellers’ accounts, map evidence, toponymy,
archive and satellite photographs, as well as oral sources,
the usefulness and limits of which are explained in the
chapter discussing the methodology employed during
the research. As the dating of several sites depends on
the ceramics collected during the surveys, observations
on typology and distribution are dealt with in a separate
chapter. The trends in the development of the network of
settlements were to a large extent determined by historical
events that have been outlined briefly in the next chapter.
The presentation of the individual elements of the
settlement patterns start with a brief examination of the
distribution and basic characteristics of their centres, the
towns, and continues with the investigation of the role
that the numerous fortified sites of the rural hinterland
played in the life of the coastal region. Special attention
is given to the information that the historical sources and
field surveys have yielded, particularly with regards to the
role of the rural towers and courtyard buildings. These
were introduced as new elements into the landscape of
the Syrian coastal region in the 12th century. Cave castles
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in the northern region seemingly fulfil a similar role and
are also dealt with in detail. Villages, the basic units of
the medieval settlement pattern, tend to leave few traces
and the chapter on them therefore deals to a large extent
with data that derives from the written sources. In turn this
data is then combined with the archaeological material
collected from certain sample regions that provide
information on the density and basic characteristics of
the medieval villages. An understanding of the medieval
life of the rural areas in question can be considerably
refined by examining the elements of infrastructure that
provide a correlation between the various settlements, or
indeed form the basis upon which economic production
was built. The final chapter examines the scanty sources
on the identity of the medieval inhabitants of the coastal
region, with special regard to an intriguing question, to
what extent is there evidence for the physical presence of a
European population in the rural areas in this period?
The text is supplemented by four basic categories of
illustrations. Besides trying to find new material both in
the written sources and out in the field, former scholarly
research on the identification of rural sites was reexamined and the results indicated on a general map,
containing medieval and present-day place names and
the basic archaeological features of the sites. This ‘Carte
Generale’ is supplemented by regional and thematic
maps. Information on the individual sites, ranging from
elements of infrastructure preserved in the sources, to
types of pottery found during the SHAM surveys are also
summarized in the form of databases. Images illustrating
the landscape of the coastal regions, representing both
individual sites and ceramic types that are characteristic
of the medieval settlements have been shown on figures
and plates. Selected results of the documentation done
on individual sites are presented in the form of a series
of plan, section and elevation drawings. These provide
further illustration for the discussions and conclusions
of the book built on architectural evidence. A detailed
gazetteer of the archaeological topography of the region
is planned to be published in a separate volume that will
hopefully follow soon.
Given the extent of the areas to be surveyed and the
complex nature of the research required, work in the
Syrian coastlands is far from complete. This book is a
primary synthesis of the material collected during one
and a half decades of fieldwork. Needless to say future
research, including our ongoing fieldwork, is expected to
bring further results that will enhance our knowledge and
could change the perceptions we have of the countryside
of the medieval Syrian coastal region considerably.
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